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Carlsberg is a giant in the beer community. In production since 1847 it was f irst sold in its current 
pilsner form in 1904.  Today, Carlsberg ships to more than 140 countries world wide and is 
consumed by mill ions daily. 

In late 2013 Carlsberg Denmark saw the potential to  stream line some of their widely used internal 
processes with BPM. After  much research Carlsberg decided on IBM BPM as their go to solution. 
IBM's proven track record in successful scaled productions and SAP experience made the 
technology an easy f it. 

 



THE BEGINNING

more effect ively to different groups.  With these 
reports Carlsberg was able to cut the IT spend 
and manage their world wide technology 
presence more effect ively.  It  was around this 
t ime that Carlsberg discovered a premier IBM 
business partner: BP3 Global. 

BP3 's Brazos UI toolkit  had except ional report ing 
widgets and mobile capabilit ies which met 
Carlsberg's goal for their future deployments. 

After a successful management report ing process 
was implemented Carlsberg set their sites on 
mobile sales management system. 

THE FIRST PRODUCTION PROCESS

Carlsberg's Denmark IT Systems Management 
team is where their IBM BPM implementat ion 
began. 

In early 2014, Carlsberg  began their first  IBM 
BPM project. The project was a test of the 
possibilit ies of BPM and focused on world wide 
technology ordering. This process was formerly 
high touch and high cost with very lit t le report ing. 

After a successful implementat ion Carlsberg 
began to run IT spend reports and allocate costs 



USE OF BRAZOS UI

In mid 2014, Carlsberg contracted with BP3 
Global (Aust in, Texas) for the use of Brazos UI 
Enterprise throughout their BPM deployment. 
The decision was simple: Carlsberg wanted a fully 
supported, mobile ready, UI builder to deploy to 
their sales team.

Carlsberg's ent ire sales team and sales 
management system transferred to iPads in  early 
2015. It  was quickly discovered that the spread 
sheets their teams were using did not work well 
on the iPads. Quickly, the Carlsberg team began 
building a single UI that worked across mult iple 
devices with the Brazos Toolkit . 

"Instead of updating our CSS across every coach (UI) 
in the application we used the CSS picker in the 
Brazos toolkit and seconds later, Carlsberg green! It 
saved us weeks of development time." 

-Anders Vinther Carlsberg Lead BPM Devleoper 

During this deployment Carlsberg also made a 
large SAP upgrade. With BP3's support Carlsberg 
successfully extend and enhace the Central IT 
team's processes.  

BRAZOS UI THE MOST USED IBM BPM UI TOOLKIT

Going forward Carlsberg has plans to deploy 10 
to 12 more process applicat ions each year. A goal 
they believe they can achieve because of the ease 
of use and support they receive from BP3's 
Brazos UI team. 



With a now mobile sales force Carlsberg had one more challenge to tackle before reaching BPM nirvana, 
the Process Portal. 

The out of box portal felt  clunky and had some issues on the mobile tablets. Carlsberg went looking for an 
alternat ive in the IBM Partner community. 

When Carlsberg found the Brazos Portal they knew they had a hit . The responsive design meant their 
sales team could use it  on a tablet and their in-house power users could use it  on a desk top. The ability to 
run in parallel with the out of box portal meant that any user comfortable with the out of box portal was 
free to use it  while other users could adopt the Brazos Portal.   

After the free trial Carslberg  worked together with the BP3 development team on a few customizat ions 
to ensure the Portal was a fit  for Carlsberg. 

"Now when I look at the out of box portal it just looks very messy. You can?t figure out which way is up. There is no 
sorting. "  - Anders Vinther Carlsberg Lead BPM Developer

USE OF BRAZOS PORTAL
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